








Large Capacity Reject Stacker 
The K4/K8 Rev.2 will improve 

efficiency thanks to a Reject Stacker 

with a capacity of 200 notes. The 

condition of the Reject Stacker is 

indicated by an LED illumination for 

the operator to perceive whether ir is 

full or a banknote remaining. 

Easy Maintenance 

The K4/K8 Rev.2 is equipped with the self-cleaning function 

of sensors and requires minimal maintenance to maintain high 

performance over a long period of time. 

The transportation path can be opened widely for easy access 

to the banknote path, which helps facilitate mai11tenance and 

handling of jammed nores. 

The machines are equipped wirh Oust Trays to facilitate daily 

maintenance. 

Easy Software Update 
The software updating on the K4/K8 Rev.2 is simple, enabling 

long-term use of the machine. 

MCS Function 
(Multiple Currency Select) 
Max. 4 currencies can be programmed depending on the 

demand of the customers. New denomination (if newly issued) 

can be easily updated. 

Environmental Harmony 
Despite its high performance, rhe K4/K8 Rev.2 has cut down on 

power consumption and is designed for recycling efficiency. Ir 

complies with the Roi-IS regulations. \Y/e at LAUREL work to 

develop products that are friendly to the environment. 

After-Sales Service 
A worldwide network of"LAUREL" authorized distributors 

assmes you of professional support and after-sales service. 

Options 
Customer Display 

OSD-1 (On Screen Display for CCTV) 

Printer 

RS-232C 

OSD-1 

SPECIFICATIONS K4 Rcv.2 K8 Rcv.2 

Sorting Modes 
Denomination, Fitness, ATM-fit, 

Face, Orientation, Issue 

Dimensions 
700 x 700 x 400 mm 700 X 960 X 400 mm 

1-IX\Y/XD

Weighr Approx. 95 kg Approx. 130 kg 

Counting Speed Max. 900 notes / minure 

I-lopper Capacity Max. 1000 notes 

Stacker Capacity Max. 200 notes 

Stacking Method 4 Stacker Wheels 8 Stacker Wheels 

Display Full Graphic Large LCD Display 

Interface Link RS-232C 

Power Source 100 -240 V � 50 / 60 Hz 
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